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____ANTITRUST DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Thomas Kauper

DISTRICT COURT

18 U.S.C 1001

JURY VERDICT OF GUILTY FOR CONCEALMENT OF MATERIAL

FACTS FROM UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE

United States Edward Markham Jr
Cr 375194 September 10 1975 DJ 60358216

On September 10 1975 jury in Dallas Texas

Judge Sarah Hughes presiding returned guilty verdict

against Edward Markham Dallas attorney for

violation of 18 U.S.C 1001 arising out of his concealment

of material facts from the United States Patent Office
The defendant was charged with knowingly and willfully

concealing and covering up material facts in relation to

patent application he had caused to be filed The

indictment alleged that the concealment began in June 1970

and continued until October 1973

As background the indictment alleged that in the

late 1960s Orlando Klein developed new building

construction system that in 1968 and 1969 Klein had

architectural plans prepared and constructed house in

Grand Prairie Texas to demonstrate his system and that

during the construction of this demonstration house Klein

instructed Edris Roberts and Billy Shipley how to use

the building construction system As further background
the indictment alleged that in September 1969 Klein en
gaged the defendant Markham as an attorney that during

September 1969 the defendant acted as Kleins attorney

that during this time and later the defendant was fully

informed of visited and inspected the demonstration

house at Grand Prairie and knew of Mr Kleins intention

to file patent application for the system used in build

ing the demonstration house and that subsequently the

defendant and Klein had disagreement and the defendant

terminated his employment as Kleins attorney
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According to the indictment in 1970 the defendant
engaged Howard Moore and Gerald Crutsinger two Dallas
patent attorneys to prepare patent application that
described and claimed the system used by Klein in building
the Grand Prairie demonstration house and designated
Roberts and Shipley as the only inventors Markham had
previously had Roberts and Shipley agree to assign all
their interest in inventions to corporation that Markham
controlled Shipley signed the inventors oath for the
patent application without being shown the application
and without knowing or being informed that the application
contained claims to the system that Klein had taught him
and that it named Shipley as the first inventor along
with Roberts of such claims to Kleins system Shipley
had an eye ailment at the time and could not read The
defendant then attempted to obtain the signature of Roberts
to an inventors oath for the application but he refused
to sign

After Roberts refused to sign the patent application
the defendant signed his own statement in lieu thereof
under oath as president of the corporation that was as
signee of Roberts and Shipley The statement asserted
that the defendant an officer of Roberts assignee
believed Roberts and Shipley to be the original and first
inventors of the improvements claimed in the application
Defendant then caused this sworn statement to be filed in
the United States Patent Office as part of the patent
application

Later the officials of the Patent Office conducted
an investigation into the facts surrounding the filing of
the patent application and Roberts refusal to sign it as
an inventor During the investigation the defendant
reaffirmed his original oath on two occasions Also the
defendant again signed statement under oath that he
believed Shipley and Roberts to be the original inventors
of the improvements claimed in the application

The foregoing course of conduct was charged as

cover-up of material facts in violation of the first
clause of 1001

Sentencing is scheduled for October 1975 before
Judge Sarah Hughes

Staff Stern William Jackson and Harry Koch
of Antitrust Division
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CIVIL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Rex Lee

COURT OF APPEALS

GOVERNMENTAL EMPLOYEES

FIFTH CIRCUIT HOLDS THAT NEITHER LOSS OF INCOME NOR LOSS OF

MEDICAL BENEFITS CONSTITUTES IRREPARABLE INJURY SUFFICIENT TO
JUSTIFY ENJOINING DISMISSAL OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEE

Morgan Fletcher 5th Cir No 74-2566 August 27 1975
D.J 357417

An employee of the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration obtained an injunction preventing her dismissal until
she was given an evidentiary hearing The district court found

that dismissal prior to hearing would cause the employee
irreparable injury because the loss of her salary 45% of
her familys income would lead to the foreclosure of hermort_
gage and the loss of her job would cause the loss of her
medical benefits which was crucial because of her overwrought
condition brought about by the attempt to fire her The district
court also held that the pertinent NASA regulation which pro
hibits pretermination hearing violates the Lloyd-Lafollette
Act which says that such hearings are in the discretion of

the officer directing the removal The Fifth Circuit reversed
the entry of the injunction holding that under the Supreme
Courts decision in Sampson Murray 415 U.S 51 1974 loss
of income and medical benefits are not irreparable injuries
warranting injunctive relief The court also upheld NASAs
regulations noting that the Supreme COurt in Arnett Kennedy
416 U.S 134 1974 held that there is no constitutional

right to pretermination hearing Consequently there is no

right to the exercise of discretion on the question of whether
to grant one

Staff Harry Silver Civil Division
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OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT

FIFTH CIRCUIT HOLDS THAT CONGRESS MAY CONSTITUTIONALLY EN
FORCE THE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT THROUGH AN ADMIN
ISTRATIVE SYSTEM OF ASSESSING CIVIL PENALTIES WITH LIMITED
JUDICIAL REVIEW

Atlas Roofing Company Occupational Safety and Health
Review Commission No 732249 C.A September 1975
D.J 22307677

Petitioner roofing subcontractor was cited with seri
ous violation of regulations issued under the Occupational
Safety and Health Act OSHA relating to guarding of roof open
ings Petitioners failure to provide an adequate cover for an
opening had resulted in the death of one of its employees The
Secretary of Labor proposed $600 civil penalty on account of
the violation and following hearing requested by petitioner
this became the final assessment of the Occupational Safety
and Health Review Commission

Petitioner then initiated this petition for review in the
court of appeals claiming that the civil money penalties
assessable under OSHA are in reality criminal fines which cannot
be imposed without the constitutional protections due in crimi
nal proceedings trial by jury in district court and
proof beyond reasonable doubt Alternatively petitioner
claimed that even if the penalties were civil it had right
to trial by jury in the district court under the Seventh
Amendment Finally petitioner contended that the automatic
assessment of proposed penalty--unless the employer affirma
tively protests the proposed assessmentviolates the Due
Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment

The Fifth Circuit in an extensive opinion by Chief JudgeJohn Brown rejected all of these contentions The court
noted that the constitutionality of OSHA was important not onlyin the area of occupational safety but elsewhere becauseOSHAs streamlined civil penalty enforcement system had been
recommended by the Administrative Conference of the United
States as blueprint for major revision of the enforcement
systems of all federal agencies

On the claim that the civil penalty was criminal rather
than civil the court applied several distinguishing guidelineson civil-criminal sanctions set forth in Kennedy Mendoza
Martinez 372 U.S 144 1963 and concluded that the penaltyhere was designed to regulate rather than reprimand and wastherefore legitimate civil penalty The court rejected the
Seventh Amendment contention that civil jury trial was neces
sitated partly on the ground that so hold would producethe absurd spectacle of Congress--having full power to prescribe an administrative structure with sanctions of denial
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or revocation of lifeordeath license __being denied
the power to prescribe administrativelyenforced money
fine of single dollar Finally the court held that
the employers affirmative burden to initiate administrative
proceedings to avoid civil penalty did not violate due pro
cess under Goldberg Kelly 397 U.S 254 1970

The court also held that the administrative determination
that petitioner had violated OSHA regulations was supported
by substantial evidence and was in accordance with law Ac
cordingly it affirmed the $600 civil penalty assessed against
petitioner

Staff Michael Kiimnel Civil Division

OFFICIAL IMMUNITY

NINTH CIRCUIT HOLDS FBI AGENTS IMMUNE FROtI SUIT BY PERSONS
ARRESTED FOR VIOLATION OF 18 U.S.C 2101 FOR TAKING SUPPLIES
TO INDIANS AT WOUNDED KNEE

Scott Burgwin et al Julius Mattson et al C.A
No 733578 September 1975 D.J 145121930

Planitiffs were arrested by the FBI for violation of 18

U.S.C 2101 for taking supplies to the Indians who were
occupying Wounded Knee South Dakota Plaintiffs were
subsequently released and the charges against them dropped
They then sued the Agents involved for violation of their
civil rights The governments motion for summary judgment
was supported by extensive affidavits by the Agents and the
United States Attorney and by the First Assistant United
States Attorney who authorized the arrests Plaintiffs
took no discovery and put in no countering affidavits The
district court granted summary judgment for defendants and
the court of appeals affirmed The court of appeals held
that the uncontradicted affidavits established probable
cause for the arrest and the good faith of the Agents and
that plaintiffs by failing to respond to the affidavits
had failed to raise any triable issue of fact

Staff Norman Sepenuk Special Assistant to the Attorney
General and Barbara Herwig Civil Division
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SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

SEVENTH CIRCUIT UPHOLDS SOCIAL SECURITY ACT EXCLUSION FROM

COVERAGE OF PART TIME DOMESTIC EMPLOYEES EARNING LESS THAN $50

PER QUARTER

Eula Mae Fisher Secretary of Health Education and

Welfare No 741740 C.A September 1975 D.J 14616511

Plaintiff who is black woman worked as household
domestic for most of her life until she became disabled due to

fall suffered while working as hotel dishwasher The Social

Security Administration determined that she was not eligible
for disability compensation because she could not show earnings
of at least $50 per quarter from single employer for suffi
cient number of quarters during the period in which she worked
as domestic She then filed class action seeking to enjoin
as unconstitutional the enforcement of the $50 per quarter mini
mum earnings requirement which is applicable solely to domestic

workers alleging that it discriminates against class which is

predominantly black female and poor

The court of appeals sustained the validity of the minimum

earnings requirement after noting that racial sexual and
economic discrimination cannot be shown solely by statistical

disproportion Jefferson Hackney 406 U.S 535 1972
The court observed that the Social Security Act as originally
enacted did not include domestic workers at all because of

the administrative burden of collecting taxes from their em
ployers and reasoned that in reforming the law Congress was
entitled to take one step at time Williamson Lee
Optical Company 348 U.S 1955

Staff Eloise Davies Civil Division
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CRIMINAL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Richard Thornburgh

COURT OF APPEALS

BANK ROBBERY

Kidnapping To Avoid Apprehension for Commission of

Bank Robbery is Separate Offense from Crime of Bank

Robbery 18 U.S.C 2213d and

Crawford United States C.A July 15 1975 No
741008 D.J 291006698

Defendant Stanley Eugene Crawford pleaded guilty to

two charges of violating subsections Cd and of 18 U.S.C

2113 armed bank robbery and kidnapping to avoid apprehension
for bank robbery Crawford later sought to set aside hiscon
victions on the grounds that he had been improperly sentenced

upon both counts of the indictment claiming that 2113 states

single offense with varying degrees of aggravation permit
ting sentence of increasing severity bet not multiple

sentences

The court held that when the kidnapping occurs either in

avoiding apprehension for the commission of bank robbery or in

escape from arrest or confinement for the commission of bank

robbery the kidnapping is separate offense from the crime of

bank robbery When the kidnapping occurs as part of the

commission of the crime of bank robbery the kidnapping is not

separate offense and the offenses of lesser forms of bank

robbery merge into the kidnapping In such case only one sen
tence may be imposed In Crawfords case the kidnapping was

an attempt to avoid apprehension for the robbery and the court

concluded that Crawford was guilty of two crimes bank robbery

with deadly weapon .and kidnapping to avoid apprehension for

bank robbery and upon his pleas of guilty was properly
sentenced separately on each

The Bank Robbery Act proscribes virtually every step ii

the execution of Federal bank robbery from entering the bank

with the intent to commit felony to kidnapping or murder in

order to effect an escape from confinement for bank robbery
It is generally accepted that more than one sentence cannot be

imposed for violations of most of the provisions of 2113

They are deemed to describe single offense with varying

degrees of aggravation See Green United States 3fi U.S 301
81 S.Ct 653 Ed 2d 670
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There is however conflict among the circuits as to

whether murder or kidnapping to avoid apprehension or escape
confinement under subsection is separate offense from

the other substantive bank robbery offenses defined in 18 U.s.c
2113

The Seventh and Tenth Circuits have held that when the

kidnapping or murder under subsection is committed to avoid

apprehension or to effect an escape it is separate crime from

the substantive bank robbery under the other provisions of

2113 United States Parker 283 F.2d 862 864 7th Cir 1960
cert denied 366 U.S 937 1961 Clark United States 281

F.2d 230 233 10th Cir 1960 In the Crawford case the

Fourth Circuit has now joined these ranks

Other circuits have insisted that offenses under all

subsections of 2113 including murder or kidnapping to avoid

apprehension or effect an escape under subsection are

single offense with varying degrees of aggravation See

Sullivan United States 485 F.2d 1352 5th Cir 1973 and

Jones United States 396 F.2d 66 8th Cir 1968 This view

permits sentences of increasing severity but not separate penal
ties under the various sections

The Criminal Division suggests that in those districts

where the courts impose separate sentences for offenses committed

under subsection of the bank robbery statute where the mur
der or kidnapping was to avoid apprehension or escape from

custody for such offense subsection be set out in

separate count of the indictment

Staff United States Attorney Canton Tilley Jr
Assistant United States Attorney Edward Jennings Jr
Middle District of North Carolina
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Acting Assistant Attorney General Walter Kiechel Jr

COURTS OF APPEALS

NATIONAL FORESTS FEDERAL TIMBER SALES

SALEABLE TIMBER UNDER THE TIMBER-SALE PROVISION OF
THE 1897 ORGANIC ACT 16 U.S.C SEC 476 PROPOSED SALES BY
FOREST SERVICE HELD ENJOINABLE WHICH INCLUDE NATIONAL FOREST
TREES WHICH ARE NEITHER DEAD PHYSIOLOGICALLY MATURE NOR
LARGE AND WHICH ARE NOT INDIVIDUALLY MARKED PRIOR TO CUTTING
SUCH RESTRICTIONS HELD UNCHANGED BY MULTIPLE-USE SUSTAINED
YIELD ACT OF 1960 16 U.S.C.SECS 528531

West Virginia Division of the Izaak Walton League
z. of America Inc et al Butz et al C.A No 74

1387 Aug 21 1975 D.J 901111500

The timber-sale provision of the 1897 Organic Act
30 Stat 35 as amended 16 U.S.C sec 476 authorizes
the Secretary of Agriculture to cut and sell

so much of the dead matured or large
growth of trees found upon national
forests as may be compatible with the
utilization of the forests thereon

added

The same statute further provides

Such timber before being sold shall be
marked and designated and shall be cut
and removed under the supervision of some

person appointed for that purpose by the
Secretary of Agriculture
added

At the suit of various West Virginia environmental
groups the United States District Court for the Northern
District of West Virginia permanently enjoined the Secretary
of Agriculture the Chief of the Forest Service and their
subordinates from cutting and selling trees in Monongahela
National Forest which were neither dead mature in
physiological sense nor large which were not individually
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marked prior to cutting and which would not be removed from

the site after cutting The district courts opinion is

reported at 367 F.Supp 422 The court of appeals unanimously
affirmed the district courts injuncion and summary judgment
entered against the Secretary and Forest Service officials

Since June 1897 when Congress enacted 16 U.S.C sec 476
this appears to be the first time that federal court of

appeals has interpreted the statute for the purpose of deter

mining just what kind of trees fit within the permissible

scope of nationalforest timber sales

On appeal virtually all of the Forest Service con
tentions were rejected Mature trees were interpreted to

signify as of the time the 1897 statute was enacted trees

reaching physiological maturity and did not include trees

which as the Forest Service had claimed satisfied the
commercial concept of economic or management maturity Slip

op 10 attainable at an earlier stage in trees growth

The court also held that the statutory phrase

large growth of trees stated an alternative requirement
that saleable tree if not physiologically mature must

be individually large It rejected the Forest Services

position that large growth of trees signifies sizeable

stand or grouping of trees saying that this interpretation

Slip op

would lead to the absurd result that while in

small areas of the forest the authority of the

Secretary would be restricted he would neverthe
less be free to cut any trees he might desire

from sizeable stand or group of trees defined

by the Government as ten acres or more regardless
of whether the individual trees in such group or

stand were small or large young or old immature

or mature In our opinion such paradoxical
result would be at odds with the purpose of the

Organic Act as well as the plain language of the

statute

The court supported its literal reading of 16

U.S.C sec 476 in an extensive discussion of the legislative

history of the 1897 Organic Act and of various precursor bills

introduced between 1893 and 1896 but not enacted It also

examined administrative material showing cne 1897 OLganic

Act was carried our during its early years
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Passage of the Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act
of 1960 16 U.S.C secs 528531 did not according to
the court loosen the restrictions in 16 U.S.C sec 476
Although the later 1960 Act directed the Forest Servjce to

develop and administer all renewable surface resources in

national forests for sustained yield that Act explicitly
disclaimed 16 U.S.C sec 528 that it was in derogation
of the purposes for which national forests were established
as stated in the 1897 Organic Act The court also noted
that controversy in and out of Congress still existed over
what the 1960 Act actually means Slip op 24

The court was aware that its restrictive interpre
tation of 16 U.S.C sec 476 might well frustrate modern
silvicultural techniques including clearcutting and even
aged management as presently practiced in national forests
It justified its restrictive interpretation on the grounds
that the words of the statute were sufficiently clear to
admit of no other interpretation

The district courts injunction entered December 21
1973 which the court of appeals affirmed also required the
Forest Service to revise its regulations Forest Service
Manual and timbersale contract forms In subsequent order
entered January 25 1974 the district court stated that the

revision of Forest Service contracts and regulations it had
called for was to be used for the lawful sale of timber in

the geographic area covered by this litigation i.e
Monongahela National Forest in West Virginia In response to
this requirement the Forest Service on April 1974 issued

Emergency Directives Nos 24 through 27 which amended portions
of the Forest Service Manual for the purpose of making timber
sales in the Monongahela National Forest conform to the dis
trict courts injunction summary judgment and opinion None
of the Emergency Directives were discussed on this appeal
either by the court of appeals or the parties

Staff Dirk Snel and Mark Wine Land and
Natural Resources Division United States

Attorney James Companion N.D Va.
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ENVIRONMENT NEPA

CITY HAS STANDING TO BRING NEPA ACTION HIGHWAY

INTERCHANGE IS MAJOR FEDERAL ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

STATEMENT MUST BE PREPARED PRIOR TO PUBLIC HEARINGS LACHES

City of Davis Coleman et al C.A No 74-

1942 July 30 1975 D.J 9014597

The state and federal defendants proposed to con
struct an interchange on an interstate highway at rural

location few miles from Davis California The defendants

determined that the project would not be major federal

action significantly affecting the human environment and

therefore did not prepare an Environmental Impact Statement

EIS pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act

NEPA 42 U.S.C sec 4321 et The City of Davis
which is located in different county brough an action under

NEPA alleging that the proposed interchange was major federal

action in that it would encourage industrial development with

consequent adverse environmental impact on neighboring Davis

The district court held that Davis lacked standing to maintain

the action and dismissed the complaint

The Ninth Circuit reversed finding that city has

standing to bring NEPA action if it is able to make good-

faith allegations that proposed project will adversely

affect those environmental concerns in which the city has

legitimate interest The court went on to find that the

interchange was major federal action significantly affecting

the human environment because the record demonstrated that

the project almost certainly would result in substantial in
dustrial development in the vicinity of the interchange The

court directed the defendants to prepare an EIS which will

encompass the consequences of the potential industrial develop
ment and make the EIS available prior to holding the public

hearings required by the Federal-Aid Highways Act 23 U.s.c

sec 128 Finally the court found that Davis claims were

not barred by laches although Davis had delayed in bringing

suit for more than one year after being notified of the

proposed project

Staff Robert Klarquist and Glen Goodsell

Land and Natural Resources Division
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fHINDIANS

ALLOTTED INDIAN LANDS AND WAYS OF NECESSITY THERE..

OVER SOVER.EIGN IMMuNITy AND THE INDIAN CIVIL RIGHTS ACT
United States 515 2d

926 C.A 10 1975 May 1975 D.J 9023...5Q7
This case Involves first an action against the

United States by non_Indians to establish right of access

for commercial purposes Over allotted
properties held in

trust by the United States and second an action for damages

again named federai agen5 the Joint Business Council

of the Shoshone and Arapahoe Tribes and the Indian allottees

for an alleged Violation of plaintiff
constitutional right

of access
Allegedly these

defendants
including the flamed

federai
officials erected

barricade across dirt road

which provided Sole access to the plaintiff5 landThe court of appeals held that the United States
Properly dismissed because it had not consented to the

The court also Stated that this
inununity would extend

he federal officers if the action was based solely on

their failure to provide right of way across the Indian

lands However federal
jurisdiction Was boud to have been

sufficientiy alleged to describe
POssible violation of 42

U.S.C Sec 1985 Thus dismissal of the federal Officers

Was reversed The court
expressly declined to rule on the

merits and remanded for trial on this Issue
In affirming the dismissal of plaintiff5 suIt

agajns the Individual Indian
defendants Which was based

on the Indian Civil Rights Act 25 U.S.C Sec 1303 the

court found that there was no Showing that Such defendants

acted under
authority of the tribe However

Plaintiffs

were found to have alleged facts Sufficient to support an

action agajns the Joint Business Council under this
statute The court ruled that

non-Indians were protected by

this Act when Within the tribes urisditI0
Staff Larry Boggs George Hyde Land and

Natural Resources
Division _________
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DISTRICT COURTS

ENVIRONMENT NEPA PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION REQUIRES CORPS TO RE
EVALUATE SINGLE DAM PART OF MULTI-DAM PROJECT

P.pil1ion Valley Preservation Association Corps

of Engineers et al Civ 75017 Neb Aug 1975

D.J 90141122

Plaintiff an association of property owners in

the vicinity of multi-reservoir project planned by defendant

sued to enjoin the construction of the project The suit

alleged that the Corps had not used the least costly

alternative in violation of 16 U.S.C secs 1001 and 1005
and Executive Orders Nos 10584 and 10913 noncompliance

with NEPA lack of public hearing improper deter

mination of the benefit-cost ratio lack of assurances

from nonfederal entities that they would assist in main

tenance and that the Corps was proceeding in violation

of its authorization in not having prepared analyses of the

benefits and costs of each individual reservoir in the proj
ect

In hearing on preliminary injunction the

court enjoined the Corps from proceeding with construction

or acquisitions of land for Dam No 10 of the project
After discounting the first five grounds above the court

declared that since the Corps admitted it was reevaluating

the other dams in the project and since the reevaluation

might necessitate reauthorization of the project it

should be enjoined until it determined to proceed in

accordance with the initial authorizing document or until

trial on the merits The court indicated that since the

individual dams had not been analysed single darn should

not proceed because reauthorization if needed might not

be forthcoming resulting in unauthorized construction of

the dam

request for stay pending appeal was denied

on August 1975

Staff Assistant United States Attorney Paul

Madgett Neb Geoffrey Mueller

Land and Natural Resources Division
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UNIFORM RELOCATION ACT

MISSOURI STATE COURT MUST COMPLY WITH UNIFORM

RELOCATION ASSISTANCE AND LAND ACQUISITION POLICIES ACT

OF 1970 UNDER MISSOURI LAW

State of Missouri Frank Conley Ct Mo
No 59005

The State Highway Commission of Missouri filed

two condemnation actions in the Thirteenth Judicial Circuit

of Missouri but did not provide for payment for signs con
structed by lessees in the condemned rightof-way One of

the condemnees filed answers and counterclaims alleging

that the Commission which was funded by the Department of

Transportation failed to comply with Title III of the

Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition

Policies Act of 1970 the Uniform Act 42 U.S.C secs 4651

and 4652 which requires payment for all improvements on

the property to be acquired The Commission filed motions

to dismiss both counterclaims The trial court overruled

these motions and entered an order of condemnation The

condemnee unsuccessfully sought writ of prohibition in

the Missouri Court of Appeals Kansas City District

The condexnriee and 26 other intervening property

owners then sought writ of prohibition in the Supreme

Court of Missouri which granted the writ The court

ruled that RSM0 Sec 523.010 which authorizes the filing

of condemnation cases in Missouri only when the condemnor

and the landowner cannot agree on the proper compensation

and sec 226.150 which directs compliance with an Act of

Congress relating to expenditure of funds appropriated by

Congress for highway construction require federally funded

ft condemnor like the Commission to comply with the Uniform Act

before it may proceed by condemnation

Staff Assistant United States Attorney Vernpn

Poschel W.D Mo Jonathan Burdick

Land and Natural Resources Division
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ENVIRONMENT NEPA

POST OFFICE SUBJECT TO NEPA AND POST OFFICE REGULA
TIONS USING AREA OF BUILDING TO DETERMINE IF ACTION IS MAJOR
HELD ARBITRARY

City of Montgomery Alabama Benjamin Bailar
et al Civil No 75250N M.D Ala July 30 1975 D.J
90141236

Plaintiff City of Montgomery Alabama claimed that

the planned relocation of the central Montgomery post office

required the Postal Service to prepare either an EIS or

Negative Declaration The Postal Service claimed exemption
from NEPA under 39 U.S.C sec 410 and argued that in any
case since this relocation was to 15000squarefoot
building and Post Office regulations 39 C.F.R 775.13
stated that project involving building of less than 50000
square feet was not major action for purposes of NEPA
no statement of any kind was needed The court held that the

Postal Service was subject to NEPA and that the regulation
using space as the only basis for determining if an action is

major was arbitrary The court granted preliminary

injunction holding that this relocation was sufficiently

major to require more detailed environmental consideration

by the Postal Service than had been shown

Staff Assistant United States Attorney Kenneth
Vines MD Ala Geoffrey Mueller

Land and Natural Resources Division


